In last years, the Internet and the web have been evolved in an astonishing way. Standard web search services play an important role as useful tools for the Internet community even though they suffer from a certain difficulty. The web continues its growth, making the reliability of Internet-based information and retrieval systems more complex. Nevertheless there has been a substantial analysis of the gap between the expected information and the returned information, the work of web search engine is still very hard. There are different problems concerning web searching activity, one among these falls in the query phase. Each engine provide an interface which the user is forced to learn. Often, the searching process returns a huge list of answers that are irrelevant, unavailable, or outdated. The tediosity of querying, due to the fact the queries are too weak to cope with the user's expressiveness, has stimulated the designers to enrich the human-system interaction with new searching metaphors. One of these is the searching of ''similar'' pages, as offered by Google, Yahoo and others. The idea is very good, since the similarity gives an easy and intuitive mechanism to express a complex relation. We believe that this approach could become more effective if the user can rely on major flexibility in expressing the similarity dependencies with respect the current and available possibilities. In this paper we introduce a novel method for considering and processing the user-driven similarity during web navigation. We define an extension of fuzzy C-means algorithm, namely proximity fuzzy C-means (P-FCM) incorporating a measure of similarity or dissimilarity as user's feedback on the clusters. We present the theoretical framework of this extension and then we observe, through a suite of webbased experiments, how significant is the impact of user's feedback during P-FCM functioning. These observations suggest that the P-FCM approach can offer a relatively simple way of improving the web page classification according with the user interaction with the search engine.
Introduction
With a magnitude measured in dozen and dozen of terabyte of data, the web is not an easy medium to master. Most of web search engines explore a certain portion of the web by indexing most frequent words in all HTML files they can find (search based on the content of documents) and by storing them into a database. Users write a query containing keywords related to the subject they want to search, the engine consults the database and provide results as a linear list of documents containing these words, typically ranked in order of relevance. Indexing is the most common approach to information discovery but the keyword matching provides just one ingredient to finding the right Web pages. The unsatisfactory aspect of this approach is that the list can be quite long, with many replications, and without any indication of possible grouping of related material. Evaluation functions of these engines are usually poor, so documents placed on the top of the result list are often less acceptable than lower ones. If the list is long, one might never reach the better documents, because there is a strong probability that the user gets bored after clicking on several hundred links and gives up. For this reason, in these last years, many search engines moved from (or at least combined) indexing to categorization. In the last years of 1990s Lycos, Yahoo, Altavista, Netscape and Lycos, with many others engines, maintain a categorization of Web pages represented by a position within a knowledge hierarchy. This approach allows a more focused search restricted to the documents within a given category and also the results of a query are arranged within subcategories. This solution is not lacking of drawbacks: first, for many search engines this task is based on manual categorization of documents performed by a team of thousand of well-trained categorization technicians. It is questionable whether manual classification will be able to scale well with the growth of the web. Furthermore, the consistency of categorization is hard to maintain when different human classifiers are involved. An experimental study on manual indexing for information retrieval systems has shown that the degree of overlap in the keywords selected by two similarly trained people to represent the same document is, on average, no higher than 30% [4] .
Even though it is still unfeasible to fully extract the meaning of a HTML document, clustering provides a powerful tool to categorize the document without a deep, a priori knowledge of categories (unsupervised clustering). There are many clustering algorithms where the similarity measure is a distance (or objective) function that is iteratively minimized to obtain the final partition. The objective function is chosen depending on the geometric structure of the cluster [9] . Fuzzy C-means clustering (FCM) algorithm, proposed by Bezdek [2] , and other researchers can provide an unsupervised approach to the cluster analysis of data. There have been a number of interesting developments along the main line see [5, 7, 8, 12] . In general, clustering is essentially devoted to partitioning a set of entities into a number of homogeneous clusters, with respect to a suitable similarity measure; clusters of web resources are useful to formulate (or reformulate) the query and to drive a search for ''similar'' documents on the web (without considering the utility of clustering in bookmark organization and user profile management). The proposed generalized version of the clustering can be positioned in the realm of knowledge-based clustering cf. [1] . An important facet of this emerging paradigm is to seamlessly combine two sources of information: the one residing within the data set itself (and to be revealed through some optimization process) and the second one coming from the user/designer who instills some general observations (hints) as to the nature of the data while being placed in a general context of the problem at hand. These two sources of information need to be reconciled and put into some sort of collaborative environment. The form of such environment and the ensuing algorithmic details are the crux of the approach proposed in this study. Here we are more specific as we primarily look at the specific type of hints augmenting the data-driven clustering in the form of proximity between pairs of data (patterns). Relational clustering by [6] can be viewed as one alternative approach. The notation being used throughout the study is standard: patterns are located in an n-dimensional space of reals R n , we are concerned with ''N'' patterns to be clustered into ''c'' clusters. While the approach could be used to augment a vast array of clustering techniques (which eventually may call for some technical modifications with the essence being fully retained), we confine ourselves to the FCM method. There are two basic reasons for that. First, this algorithm is widely known so that any enhancements made to it could be of interest to the current users. Second, an introduction of the idea realized in this setting is transparent and convincing without too much unnecessary notational and algorithmic cluttering.
Web exploration--a few observations
The development of the Internet into a wide distributed resource leads to an explosion in amount of accessible information which appears as heterogeneous, semi-structured, unlabeled knowledge. It clear the web is becoming the widest hypertext and one of the largest digital collections or libraries in the world. So, it becomes an important issue to recognize and organize the great amount of data, grouping similar or related Web pages. The exigency of creating and using intelligent systems that can successfully mine for knowledge across the web intensifies the activities and the studies in the area of Information Retrieval, Knowledge Discovery, Web Mining and Artificial Intelligence. In sight of the size of the web, it is easy to realize that any kind of manual classification will be prohibitively time consuming. Hence a great role is assumed by rapid, automatic accurate hypertext clustering algorithms. The main problem of developing automated tools is related to find, extract, parse and filter the user requirements from web knowledge. Several researches in this area push to build stable approach to characterize open hypertext web document in order to automatically retrieve, categorize and classify web documents. Clustering techniques have been proposed in [3] as information retrieval tools. Two cluster-based approaches exploit graph partitions to induce clusters; one based on a hypergraph to define an association rule able to gather items that appear frequently together in many transactions. The other method produces, through recursive splitting, a binary tree of clusters in which the root is the starting document set, while each leaf node is a partition of whole set. A different approach in [14] classifies web concerning neural networks domain. A recent proposal of a fuzzy-based approach to web mining is given in [10] . The idea is to use ''medoids'' as kind of relational fuzzy clustering algorithms that computationally provide better results compared to fuzzy C-means algorithms. Other clustering-oriented approaches are more related to user-interaction; LOGSOM system [13] is developed in order to mine web log data and provide a visual tool to guide the user during the navigation, based on self-organizing map (SOM), and organizes web documents into two-dimensional map, according to user navigation behaviors. In [11] , instead, clustering is used to discover semantic relationship among specified concepts, and organize them into messages, created during electronic meetings.
The P-FCM algorithm--a detailed description and optimization scheme
The underlying principle of the proximity fuzzy C-means (P-FCM) is the one of reflecting a vivid collaboration between data processing and knowledge processing. The data facet is practically the same as encountered in the standard FCM model (and it obviously requires the same critical clustering parameters as the number of clusters, fuzzification parameter, distance function). The knowledge facet manifests through a collection of proximity constraints. These two underlying components impact a way in which a flow of processing is carried out in the P-FCM. The algorithm consists of two main phases that are realized in interleaved manner. The first phase is data driven and is primarily the standard FCM applied to the patterns. The second concerns an accommodation of the proximity-based hints and involves some gradientoriented learning.
Problem formulation and underlying notation
The high level-computing scheme comprises of two phases that form a nested optimization structure, see Table 1 . The upper level of the scheme deals with the standard FCM computing (iterations) while the one nested there is aimed at the accommodation of the proximity requirements and optimizes the partition matrix on the basis of these hints. The upper part (phase) of the P-FCM is straightforward and follows the well-known scheme encountered in the literature. The inner part deserves detailed discussion. Given: specify number of clusters, fuzzification coefficient, distance function and initiate a partition matrix (generally it is started from a collection of random entries), termination condition (small positive constant ).
The accommodation of the proximity requirements (constraints or hints) is realized in the form of a certain performance index whose minimization leads us to the optimal partition matrix. As stated in the problem formulation, we are provided with pairs of patterns and their associated level of proximity. The partition matrix U (more specifically the induced values of the proximity) should adhere to the given levels of proximity. Bearing this in mind, the performance is formulated as the following sum.
The notationp p½k 1 ; k 2 is used to describe the proximity level induced by the partition matrix. It becomes apparent that using directly the values of the membership (corresponding entries of the partition matrix) is not suitable. Simply, if two patterns k 1 and k 2 have the same distribution of membership Table 1 A general flow of optimization of the P-FCM algorithm Repeat main external loop Compute prototypes and partition matrix using standard expressions encountered in the FCM method Repeat internal optimization loop Minimize some performance index V guided by the collection of the proximity constraints Until no significant changes in its values over successive iterations have been reported (this is quantified by another threshold d) Until a termination condition has been met (namely, a distance between two successive partition matrices does not exceed ).
grades across the clusters, these membership grades are usually not equal to 1 as the proximity value could be close or equal to 1. The value d½k 1 ; k 2 denotes the distance between the two corresponding patterns while p½k 1 ; k 2 is the proximity level provided by the user or data analyst. Subsequently, the entries of the binary matrix B are defined as follows:
• b½k 1 ; k 2 assumes binary value (it returns 1 if there is a proximity hint for this specific pair of the patterns, that is k 1 and k 2 ), • otherwise the value of b½k 1 ; k 2 is set up to zero (meaning that there is no proximity hint for the specific pair of data).
With the partition-proximity defined in this way, Eq. (1) reads as follows:
The optimization of V with respect to the partition matrix does not lend itself to a closed-form expression and requires some iterative optimization. The gradient-based scheme comes in a well-known format The detailed computations of the above derivative are straightforward. Taking the derivative with u st , s ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; c, t ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N , one has
The inner derivative assumes binary values depending on the satisfaction of the conditions:
Making this notation more concise, we can regard the above derivative to be a binary (Boolean) predicate u½s; t; k 1 ; k 2 and plug it into (4) that leads to the overall expression
The crux of the computing process of the P-FCM scheme is visualized in Fig. 1 . The two interleaving phases (FCM and the proximity-based navigation) are clearly identified with an interface between them. The results of the FCM optimization (which is guided by a set of its own parameters) are passed on the gradient-based procedure of the proximity-based optimization. The results obtained there are normalized to one (to meet the requirements of the partition matrix) and then processed by the FCM at its next iteration. As to the intensity of computing at both ends, we note that for each iteration step of the FCM we have a series of iterations of the gradient-based optimization. In this sense, we allow the data structure to become more visible and the changes from the end of the proximity hints play a supportive role. There is an interesting optimization aspect of the P-FCM that is worth emphasizing: the proposed scheme dwells on two sources of knowledge that is (a) a certain performance index (objective function) that directs search in the data space and (b) a collection of proximity hints. Evidently, if we confine ourselves to a certain distance function (quite commonly the Euclidean one), then the search for the structure is quite directed in this manner and helps reveal the structure in the data that conforms to a collection of hyperspheres. The proximity hints are provided independently and therefore could lead the search for the structure in a different direction. We do not know if these two sources of information are conflicting or competitive. If so, it is very likely that the interaction between them may result in some instability of the optimization process. In essence bearing in mind the nature of the problem, we cannot guarantee that the optimization process will always converge, especially if these two sources of guidance (objective function and proximity hints) are in a strong competition. If this is the case, the lack of stability can be used constructively and trigger some analysis of the existing sources of knowledge being used in the P-FCM clustering. 
Some illustrative examples
As a simple, yet highly illustrative example we consider a two-dimensional dataset, Fig. 2 and Table 2 .
(a) The structure is self-evident: we can easily identify three clusters; by looking at Fig. 2 we note that patterns f1; 2; 3; 4g form the first cluster, while the second cluster is formed by f5; 6; 7g. The rest of the patterns, f8; 9; 10; 11; 12g build the third cluster. The results of the standard FCM quantifies our observation. For c ¼ 3 we obtain three clearly distinguishable clusters described by the following partition matrix The prototypes are equal to v 1 ¼ ½ 2:76 2:74 , v 2 ¼ ½ 5:15 5:09 , and v 3 ¼ ½ 8:95 9:06 . What becomes quite visible from the partition matrix is a change in the revealed structure; because of the proximity constraints the second cluster (the one involving patterns 4, 5 and 6) is ''destroyed'' and the patterns are no longer identified with high membership grades. Table 2 Two-dimensional data set 1 This effect is profoundly visible in case of the pair 9-10 (refer to the partition matrix). It is instructive to note an effect of the proximity constraints on the boundaries between the clusters (they are built in a usual manner by identifying regions in the input space where a membership grade to the given cluster is the highest). We learn, Fig. 3 , that these boundaries vary significantly depending upon the collections of the proximities. This underlines Fig. 3 . Boundaries between clusters for the discussed collections of the proximity constraints: (a) visualizes the case without any proximity information, cases (b)-(d) involve the proximity constraints discussed above.
that they exhibit a direct impact on the geometry of the clusters and their potential classification characteristics.
P-FCM and web

Web feature space
Classical search engine are implemented to classify web domain, considering textual term-driven parsing, with less consideration to layout, structure of web document. A subjective classification of the paper driven by the user could be useful to better relate information inside these zones that have not been considered during the typical categorization of Web pages. Besides the estimation of content and context knowledge, we can give a judgment of correlation between two o more pages from the analysis of other surrounded factors. A user could consider similar two pages because of their layout, content of images and distribution throughout the page, similar media, etc. In Fig. 4 two Web pages are shown: some zones are evidenced to assert the similarity of structure of these pages. This kind of estimation is often not visible to traditional web parsing techniques: useful information to classify Web pages is missed or not exploited during the searching process. Our approach tries to overcome this deficiency by enriching the features space, using a criterion of correlation among pages or parts of them, introducing a proximity idea that gives a measures of how two or more pages are similar or correlate. Usually the analysis of some selected Web pages comprises the extraction and examination of some words that describe the page according the content and context relevance. In this approach the considered feature space is built by using a collection of some keywords. These keywords are fixed and represent domain knowledge. The first step of this process is to parse a set of Web page and extract some knowledge converged by the prefixed keywords and links. Each Web page is translated in a sequence of data that represents the presence of some characteristic in a web document: keywords, hyperlinks and images (shortly features of given data set). Formally we build a normalized vector of data which represents the probability that each selected feature appears in that Web page. So, for each examined Web page, a corresponding vector is built. Fig. 5 gives an idea of this approach: some prefixed keywords are extracted from html page in order to characterize the features space. In fact, keywords occurrences and the correspondent normalized features vector are shown. 
Proximity-based knowledge
The classification of Web page and sites is often realized considering the content and context of pages, but it produces an objective catalogue of information that sometimes does not represent the appropriate information and does not reflects the angle and viewpoint of deemed environment. Results to query user are sometimes unsatisfactory and return unexpected information, that does not represent what the user anticipates. It would be advantageous to guarantee a certain degree of user feedback as to the returned results in order to improve the search performance. The user should be able to influence the relevance of a Web page in the local framework and to address the results according to a personal criteria of evaluation. In this approach, a user can input a degree of proximity between two Web page, against the typical classification of traditional categorization. Our application works, considering these parameters and the returned results provide a user-directed classification of Web pages.
Experiments and discussion of results
In order to evaluate our methodology, we performed the following experimentation. We selected three categories of Yahoo! shown in Fig. 6 . Two categories ða À bÞ are characterized by a ''similar'' topic: Our systems starts with the analysis of Web pages inside the three categories: through the execution of the standard FCM algorithm, we obtain a classification of the data set, by considering prefixed evaluation features. We have defined a set of keywords that gives a characterization of main subject matter of selected pages. Each page is represented by a 13-dimensional vector, where each component is a probability of occurrence of a given keyword.
The choice of keywords is an essential design step as it implies the performance of the clustering algorithm. Anyway the approach is thought to guarantee an appropriate performance although when the features are not very characterizing in the local analysis context. Table 3 shows the features considering in this experimentation and gives motivations for the choice. Although our approach aims to consider as feature keyword, hyperlinks, image, animation, etc., in this experiment we act considering only keyword-feature, in order to line our process to Yahoo statistical classification, based on term-frequency analysis. The test has been conducted on 20 Web pages per category, for an amount of 60 pages. As show in Fig. 6 , the selected pages are fitted in the three categories, appeared as hyperlinks in the categories pages of Yahoo. The Table 3 Selected keywords chosen as features of data set
Keywords Motivation
Web, www, internet, net, network These words are very general and typical in the web context Software, search Keywords related to very wide-ranging category-context: they do not belong to a specific environment, but could be occur frequently Crawler, bot, spider, robot, browser Specific keyword to better characterize the domain of interest. These keywords are topic-oriented, in order to guarantee straightforward returned pages Conference Specific keyword related to the category of interest. This word could appear in different contexts, so it influences the evaluation criteria during the clusterization obtained dataset is a matrix where each row represents a web page, described by a feature vector and where each vector entry is a normalized occurrence of keyword-features. Fixing the number of cluster equals to 3, this dataset is given in input to the FCM algorithm. The computation returns the classification shown in Fig. 7 : the Web pages are distributed over three clusters; the algorithm properly works because each Web page falls into right cluster, in correspondence of the right category. The Fig. 7 gives the distribution of membership of a single Web page in each cluster: let us observe that for the first 20 pages, membership grades are highest in the cluster 3 (dotted line), although are not very dissimilar to cluster 1 (in dark), while become irrelevant in the cluster 1 (in grey). Analogous observation could be realized for pages of other two categories: the pages 21-40 are better represented by cluster 1, while the pages 41-60 are straightforward enclosed in the cluster 2, where the membership is higher than the others clusters. In particular, in Fig. 7 , the membership distribution of page 3 in the clusters is evidenced. The page 3 is a good representant of cluster 3, where the membership is the highest. An opposite situation can be described for the page 6: both of pages deal with similar topics, so they are in the same category, but the FCM clusterization does not produce expected results: the membership of page 6 is more relevant in the cluster 1 than cluster 3 (membership in the cluster 3 is 0.407 versus 0.505, the membership value in the cluster 1). Now, let us address the role of the similarity on this distribution: the user evaluates, with a subjective glance, that some page is similar to another one, independently from the cluster information. In this case, it is necessary to indicate some similarity values between some pages and run the Proximity FCM algorithm. For instance, let us suppose that the sixty Web pages have been a range in the three corresponding categories according to a userless criterion, as happened nowadays in classical web sessions. Now the user gives a personal evaluation by applying similarity values, shown in Table 4 .
As shown above, pages 6 and 45 are similar with a proximity value equals to 0.1: this really means that these two pages are very dissimilar. On the other hand, pages 6 and 3 are very similar as their proximity value is equal to 0.9 (see Fig. 8 ). These settings affect the original clustering relations: in fact, these values reinforce the membership of those pages that were not mainly included into a single cluster. In fact, in Fig. 7 we can observe that the page 6 has the highest membership in the cluster 1, while the pages of that category are in cluster 3. The Proximity FCM can be used to improve the membership of the elements (in our application domain Web pages) in the right cluster. In fact, as shown in Table 4 , we act on the input data, inserting the following values of similarity relative to the page 6, compared to other pages:
These similarity values mean: ''the pages 6 is similar to page 3 (they are in the same cluster) and is very different from pages 27 and 45''. Fig. 8 shows, in fact, how the pages 3 is compared to other pages. The pages 3 and 6 are very analogous: they are relative to same argument, inherent to search engines features (through technologies related to web spidering), while the page 27 deals with people information (personal career). In the same way, the page 45 is different from other pages, because it is relative to a conference event, that although is in the technology area, is far-away from the other domains. The Fig. 9 shows the obtained classification (holding the number of cluster equals to 3), after the execution of our algorithm on the same dataset and the given similarity values, given in Table 4 . As shown in Fig. 9 some pages change own cluster, because the membership value changes: for distance, pages as 6 and 36 improve the membership in the ''right'' cluster. Besides, we can observe how the membership of the first twenty Web page is strongly improved. Once the proximity-based clustering has been completed, the resulting prototypes are used to classify (assign) a new Web page to one of the categories (clusters). The degree of membership of x to the ith cluster is computed in the following form:
where v i is a prototype (centroid) of the corresponding cluster. For comparative reasons, we give in Figs. 10 and 11 the prototypes returned by FCM and by P-FCM, respectively. The goodness of Proximity FCM algorithm is evident when the user compares two pages considering a different (opposite) attitude with respect to Yahoo or other search engines. This happens very frequently, in all the cases where the similarity is not driven by ''standard'' semantics, such as textual information. In this situation the user's influence alters significantly the structure of clusters, in fact elements enclosed (with the highest membership value) in a certain cluster can move in another cluster. A simple example is given in Fig. 12 where the user defines the following similarity relation between the Web pages:
The user's intention is to assert that pages 50 and 25 are very similar while the page 25 is very dissimilar to page 32 (although both the pages are in the same cluster). After the Proximity FCM execution, from in fact both pages assume the highest membership in the cluster 1 (circled in the figure) and, at the same time, the page 32 appears in a different cluster (the membership of this page in the cluster 3 assumes value 0, as highlighted by dark circle in Fig. 13 ). With this similarity degree, the distribution of Web pages in the clusters 50 25 0.9 32 25 0.1 changes: the first twenty pages are not influenced by insertion of similarity values and they are characterized wholly by the cluster 2 (grey line), the pages 21-40 are represented by cluster 3, where the page 32 became the highest membership of that cluster. Finally the remaining pages are very well characterized by cluster 1 as shown in Fig. 13. Fig. 14 shows the typical Web pages for each cluster in this case.
Concluding remarks
User's information needs may dynamically vary during web searching; often users are not quite sure what we are looking for, in this case the interaction with the search engines cannot be reduced to a simple situation like ''give me a query and here's the answer''. The ''true'' information-based results is in many cases encapsulated inside the overall web searching process, when the users learn more about what they were looking for so to better describe the query phase. The cognitive situations can drastically vary, so it is very difficult to develop a universally better searching paradigm. The need to further enrich the user interaction during web navigation is characterizing the design of recent web-based systems. This work follows this trend, focusing on the impact of user's feedback on Web page categories. Thanks to P-FCM approach the users does not maintain a passive role in that they receive, but they can contribute to add useful, personal information to categorization of Web pages. Ultimately, the challenge is that it possible to have so many options to take into account around web searching activities that both the user and the search engines can get really overwhelmed of a cognitive and operative overhead. We believe that this difficulty can be better faced using agent-based technology. An agent is a persistent software entity, free from the tyranny of Procedure call, as opposite of a traditional program (an agent activation may be independent from an external stimulus). Thanks to the agent-based design, human-computer interaction is moving from direct manipulation towards indirect manipulation. Self-aware agents skilled for web searching can be extremely useful to support users in finding useful information.
Concerning the implementation issue, as the proximity levels between selected Web pages are determined (assessed) by the user, it is not very likely that the technique could be fully automated. Likewise the choice of the pages is done by the user and cannot be replaced. The proposed approach definitely calls for an expanded user interface so that it could facilitate the communication but this is the next development phase not discussed in this paper. Overall, a useful liaison can be create to facilitate an operational control flow between an user profiling component and the P-FCM algorithm. The conceptual models of the user are designed to acquire information about user's behavior so, in case of the existence of such link, we just need to forward part of the acquired information to the P-FCM and then trigger the clustering procedure. This is one of our on-going research activity.
